EBMUD LAC Tech Committee Meeting
Minutes

DATE: Monday April 16, 2018

TIME: 2:00 pm – 3:30 pm

LOCATION:
EBMUD Main Office
375 Eleventh Street, Oakland, CA
Small training room upstairs

PRESENT: (in order alphabetically by first name)

Dona Wessells
Jerri McNair
Maura Baldwin, co-chair
Paul Modrell
Stew Winchester
Tom Stewart, co-chair

MINUTES:

2:00 pm Welcome and Agenda Review

2:05 pm Status Reports & Discussion:
- Tom: proposed keeping focus on original “blue dot” scheme as our organizing principle
- Tom: discussion about the efficiency of hand watering as one of the irrigation methods included with the EBMUD calculator
- Tom: discussion of garden styles, how they are selected and how they support a water budget
- Stew: described hose end device used to measure hand watering efficiency
- Maura: Hydrozoning tech sheet, in progress
- Stew: raised idea of developing overlay maps of soil/rainfall/EBMUD service area/WUCOLS etc. as a useful design tool for people to select and group plants

3:15 pm DWR LSAG and other regulatory updates

3:20 pm New Business

3:25 pm Plan Next Meeting

3:30 pm Adjourn